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Introduction
This document will contain list of all the questions that 
one might get before or during this workshop.

If your question is not listed here, please connect with me 
to resolve the same.

Commonly asked questions
Q. Is it mandatory to use Visual Studio Code (VSC) for this 
workshop?

No, it is optional. Preferred choice will be VSC but 
you’re free to choose editor of your choice.
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Q. Can we use cypress without knowing javascript or 
typescript?

No, cypress only supports javascript. So it is must that 
you know atleast one of the languages.

Q. I do not have any prior automation experience with any tool 
stack. Can I still attend this workshop?

Yes, you can attend this workshop and learn about cypress 
and how we do automation. 

You might not be able to perform hands-on task but you 
can take notes on all topics/concepts related to 
automation.

Q. I’m new to API and don’t have much insight on its working. 
Will it impact this workshop?

Yes, we will be covering topics like API calling, 
syping/stubbing XHR request. So it is important for you 
to know how API works to understand these concepts.

Q. Will we create a framework during this workshop?

No, we will just be exploring cypress features that are 
listed in the workshop outline.

Q. Will we cover all the features of the cypress?

No, we will not be able to cover all the features within 
120 mins but we will look at the commonly used features 
that can be applicable to any project.

Q. Will we run cypress scripts from CI tool?

No, we will using cypress runner to execute our scripts.

https://thetesttribe.com/worqference-cypress-kunal-ashar/
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Q. Will we get enough time to do the hands-on implementation?

I’ll dedicate some time so you can do hands-on 
implementation but you need to be quick to match the pace 
or can code in parallel.

Q. Can participants ask questions during the workshop?

No, we only have 120 mins to cover all the listed 
features. So will not be able to take any questions 
during the workshop.

We have dedicated 15 mins after the workshop to take all 
the questions

Q. I have a query related to cypress?

Please check cypress faq section

General → 
https://docs.cypress.io/faq/questions/general-
questions-faq

Using Cypress → 
https://docs.cypress.io/faq/questions/using-cypress-
faq

Cypress Dashboard → 
https://docs.cypress.io/faq/questions/dashboard-faq

If your concern is still not resolved, please ping me to 
get it resolved.

Q. I need further assistance/help after the workshop for 
cypress

Please feel free to DM me your concern on 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kunalashar25/

https://docs.cypress.io/faq/questions/general-questions-faq
https://docs.cypress.io/faq/questions/using-cypress-faq
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